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Hog Wild To jog to your bank and the closest neighbor in search of jumper cables, to see if they’ve located the deer now disabled on their patio. That’s how one man found his state-sanctioned interstate man hunt for an elk. One man’s domestic argument also became official, a stark reminder that
not all disputes can be resolved amicably. “’Find a reason to shoot him!'” the neighbor yelled, as he watched the trailer fire up and roar. “’I don’t even know the guy, but I know he’s drunk as a skunk right now and I want him dead!’” As the 18-year-old elk lumbered into an open field and stumbled,
the hunter decided to fire a warning shot. The elk fell after hitting a mound of wet grass. Then the shooter decided to go ahead and kill the animal. The killing is legal, it’s governed by game laws, and the hunter is licensed for the year and owns the elk, which he can legally take without a firearm.
But his 25-year-old neighbors told the Washington Post that the hunter shot the elk again, then left, and then he fired the final shot. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife launched an investigation, according to the Associated Press. The agency said it’s against state law to take an elk on
state land. “The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is fully cooperating with the investigation by the Washington State Patrol. Our officers are currently interviewing the hunters and Mr
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